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A birth in Flagstaff: sacred yellow drum
compiled by Madrone

T

his started as a spark of vision in the spring of 2010. The Flagstaff Drum
Council labored together, holding space for many voices both human
and other-than-human that have sung the creation song of a new mother
drum. And like good new mamas we planned.

HEART

The manifestation of our planning, the mystery and form of the new drum
came to ground on May 28. As we were bearing down, our sisters from Red
Lodge and Long Dance traveled from three states to support us, bringing Otter
Woman, Buffalo Heart and sweet sacred intentions to assist us in numerous
ways. These women sang, and the drums kept their steady heartbeat for the
entire 7 hour birth. Their support gave us energy when we were tired. Each of
the 15 women midwives’ experience was transformative.

Flagstaff women celebrate
Journey to a new website
East Gathering		
New members		
Sister support		

We gathered to eat together on Friday evening and opened our circle at my
house. The next morning, we held Opening Ceremony with Buffalo Heart
and Otter Woman outside on the land where we birthed the drum. The
winds were gusting in typical Flagstaff springtime style. By dusk the drum,
temporarily named “Sacred Yellow Drum,” was in her new form. The next
morning we held drum circle and then continued working on wands and
the drum medicine bag (made by Starstrider). We concluded with a sacred
Llumination Quest facilitated by Betty and me. By this time, the winds were
whirling at 68 miles per hour.
Amazing power!
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On Monday morning, we arose
at 3 AM for sunrise ceremony
for Sacred Yellow Drum. The
winds were shockingly calm,
and we were grateful. It was
a cold morning with the
sliver of a new moon and
several planets still visible. The sun rose
shortly after 5
AM as we
--- MORE
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played Otter Woman and Buffalo Heart and sang the Cherokee Morning Song.
Sacred Yellow Drum came with a fierce love of community. Her emergence from the birthing house to a ceremony including additional men and women from the community was a strong affirmation. We gathered at Bonito Park (“beautiful
field”) in between Sunset Crater and The San Francisco Peaks. This spot is the edge of a 15,000-acre burn last year in the
Schultz fire. Rich, my partner, thought this a fitting place to celebrate the birth of Sacred Yellow Drum connecting with
the cycles of fire – death and re-birth. I agreed. The rising sun shown through her hides in amazing patterns reminding us
of “rootfire rising!”
During the sunrise ceremony, I was sitting on the ground by the drum holding a piece of red cloth as each person put
cinders into an intention bundle for Sacred Yellow Drum. Later I was told I looked like a 20 year old sitting there. I know this
was because I was in the presence of my elder. This drum and I are both outspoken community weavers, and in manifesting
this dream I have been given the chance to do what we love from our youngest youth time – to dream big and see it happen! I have so much gratitude for all the lessons along the way.
So what can we say about bringing a vision to ground? The words of the women and men who were present during the
birthing weekend and sunrise ceremony speak into this. I will weave in the beat from a new song we learned over the birthing weekend called We All Have a Song by Heather Pierson. Click here to hear it on Youtube.
--- MORE
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“Oh we all have rhythm and we all have a pulse and we all
have a song to sing”
The Earth held its breath
Light Radiated from the hills
Sister Moon smiled as
Beings circled waiting
for introduction
of one sacred circle
to another sacred orb
Grand Mother and Sister Drums
voiced their pride
chanting in heartfelt rhythm
Brother Sun stretched from beyond the horizon
The Earth breathed a sigh of celebration
as more Voices joined the joyous cries
proclaiming a new entity walking this physical plane
Love, Light, & Water in the Desert, GinaMarie Harris
“Oh we all have rhythm and we all have a voice and we all
have a song to sing”
The morning we gathered to create our circle and set our
intentions was beautiful with a bit of wind and plenty of sun.
As we were smudged one by one, we walked to a space under
a beautiful Ponderosa pine near a juniper. Otter Woman and
--- MORE
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Buffalo Heart were calling us. As I walked toward them, I felt the drum beat through the soles of my feet, rising through
my body and then, my heart answering their call.
A beautiful new drum is resonating with her mother and sister. Otter Woman and Buffalo Heart have been singing the
new drum to life throughout the birthing. What a gift to have them here.
By Monday, the spirit thread was strong among the sisters. We helped birth a drum, and we also wove ourselves into the
web of each other’s lives. Our stories are altered by the experience, the drums, and each other. Love, Erin McCusker
“Find your heart’s song, your heart knows the drumbeat”
Experience of the drum birthing: care; carry; champion; collaboration; confirm; cooperation; corroboration. Love, Betty
(Starstrider) McNulty
“You are as strong, as the earth beneath your feet.”
It has been a week today since we birthed the Flagstaff mother drum. Time passes by slowly after you dream the dream.
The heartbeat of the drums still wakes me in the wee hours of the night. Calling. Asking me to remember. To remember
to move in sync with the heartbeat of the earth. Time moves slowly when in rhythm with the earth. The earth wants us to
awaken to her dream. The dream of a mother holding us, rocking us, allowing us to be our true self. Shining in the yellow
glory of the awakening sun.
Our birthing weekend was one of connection, rhythm, honesty, nakedness, truth, and love. We were all held by Otter Woman and Buffalo Heart as the ancient spirit merged with the new Sacred Yellow Drum. When we had both hides
pulled top and bottom, we could feel the heartbeat from the two other drums reverberating into the new drum. At this
--- MORE
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moment, we all felt the awe and the aliveness of this new
Yellow Drum. The vibrations of the planet speaking through
this drum without anyone playing her. We were all quite
touched by the connectedness of this moment. There are
many moments in one’s life that are unique and special to
one’s growth and aliveness. This weekend managed to capture many of those moments. With much gratitude to everyone that dreamed this weekend and the birthing of the new
Sacred Yellow Drum. Sincerely, Michelle Dubian
“Oh we all have rhythm and we all have a pulse and we all
have a song to sing”
My experience really cannot be put into words; the ceremony,
being with old and new friends brings joy to my inner being.
Our connections grow strong, and truly I am now blessed to be
part of the northwest and southwest – so wonderful to be part
of both. Blessings, Grandma Alex
“Oh we all have rhythm and we all have a voice and we all
have a song to sing”
The birthing of Sacred Yellow Drum was one of the most
meaningful experiences I have had in my life and one that
started the healing my heart needs. I cannot help but thank
Buffalo Heart and Otter Woman for their part in the healing.
As I played Buffalo Heart, it was as if her beat penetrated
straight to my heart and started mending the wounds. With
tears rolling down my face, I felt Otter Woman’s vibrations
soothing my heart and whispering her kind healing words.
They have helped to spark in me a journey that is sure to be
amazing! Blessed Be, Christian Kohlesar
“Find your heart’s song, your heart knows the drumbeat.”
As I reintegrate into my regular routine, I can feel the powerful medicine of the drum already taking effect in Flagstaff. The
adults and children I have told about the drum have responded with curiosity and delight. One particular 5 year old that I
work with replied to my story of the birthing ceremony with
“When I turn 5 and a half, I think I will be old enough to be
very gentle with the drum.” Even though I had not explained
the importance of respecting the drum to her, she seemed
to sense its power on her own. I look forward to connecting
these little beings of light such as her with the gentle medicine of the drum. Sacred Yellow Drum will be a welcome spirit
in the Flagstaff Community. Love, Meghan Callaghan
(Meghan is a certified Music Therapist and she will be
working with Sacred Yellow Drum to serve special needs
children, adults at retirement communities, patients in
hospital, blind adults, and many others.)

--- MORE
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“You are as strong, as the earth beneath your feet.”
So many words and so many feelings all swirling around in my head and my heart...the smudging and the
drumbeat took me to a place where words need not be said... joyous teaching, learning, and prayers…combined to create a new body for an old spirit wishing to take form again! Skennen’kowa, Terez Storm
What we have brought to ground we look forward to walking with over the years to come. We look forward to
the growing of Northern Arizona’s community roots as we connect seasonally to the rhythms of the Earth. We
look forward to spreading woman’s way. We continue to imagine possibilities. We are always-already beginning
the spiraling cycle of the dream.
This mantra has meant a lot to me for years and especially through this drum birthing. It is written inside the
drum frame along with all of our intentions and prayers. In service and love, Madrone

Weave and spin, weave and spin, this is how the work begins.
Mend and heal, mend and heal, take the dream and make it real.
Breath by breath, thread by thread, conjure justice, weave our web.
										— Starhawk
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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New web sighting!
The tale of how our new website was woven
by Kristina Turner

I

vividly recall how I felt at the North Gathering in 2008, when our webweaver Norleen stood up holding a
large manila envelope and asked me to come stand with her. Like a mother handing over a child, she was
smiling and her eyes were pleading softly for me to please take good care of this babe.
Boy, did that package vibrate. I could feel all those hours she had poured into building and managing our
website. I was in awe of her dedication. I respected her knowing it was time to move on. And, I felt a big
responsibility settle into my heart. “Yes, I’m willing to carry this,” I said. Inside, I was terrified!
The envelope was thick and held things I was completely unfamiliar with – web creation software, details
about webhosting, domain name registrations, our online shopping cart company instructions, passwords,
procedures. Yikes!
I was overwhelmed. Yet I saw no one else stepping into these shoes of webweaver, and I couldn’t ignore the
quiet voice inside me that simply said “Yes, I’m willing to learn about this, I’m interested in this.” Red Lodge
offers so many incredible opportunities to trust yourself, leap in and learn. I leapt!
Bless Norleen for her patience as she answered my questions in the following weeks and walked me through
the basics. Spontaneously, I began to see a vision of how to expand our site to express who Red Lodge is growing up to be. “OK,” said Norleen wisely, “you’ll want to go one step at a time...”
Looking back, I can laugh. The first two steps I boldly took in 2009 were total flops! First, Drai enthusiastically
connected me with a high-powered tech guy. After faking it through an hour-and-a-half conference call of
technical language as foreign to me as Greek, I proposed to the Board that we hire him. Big mistake. I was far
from having done my homework to get clear what would really serve us best. I’m grateful that he ditched our
project within a month!
--- MORE
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Next, Mary suggested that her friend Jen might like to
take on our site as her summer project in a community
college web-training program. I was grateful that Patricia
agreed to join me and meet with Jen and her team. They
had great forms to fill out that helped us get clear what
functions we wanted in our new site. But it turned out
to be another fizzle! The student team wasn’t a good
match—with each other or with us. And, when they ran
into problems with the software we chose, the professor
canned the project. I began to think that maybe I was
NOT up to this challenge! For a season, I did nothing.
Then, the goddess smiled. At the January 2010 Board
meeting, I was blown away to learn that Christiann is an engineer who had worked professionally helping
people to develop and implement concepts for their websites. And, she was volunteering to work together
to design our site and find a web professional we’d be happy with!
What a blessing! And what a pleasure to discover a
working relationship where our talents dovetailed.
Chris brought the wisdom and know-how to go step by
step, defining our objectives, deciding and describing
in exact detail all the wonderful functions we wanted
our new website to have, interviewing web developers
and building the spread sheets that would enable them
to follow our instructions with ease to build the site
we dreamed of. She supported my vision of featuring
— in easy-to-navigate drop-down menus — our circles
and lodges and the many workshops, ceremonies and
resources our members have to offer.
Throughout 2010, we began page-by-page to develop the
draft designs and write copy that gave shape to the vision
we shared: Red Lodge as a shimmering web of connections, pulsing with life, serving with our gifts. Red Lodge as
a resource for women and men in countless communities,
searching Google and finding us! We are grateful for all
the members who helped us to write copy: Mary, Madrone, Barbara, Willow, Therese, Betty and Sharma.
What a joy it was, by the end of 2010, to hire Drai from Wild RedHead Design to translate our rough drafts into
the beautiful designs you see! We were ready, at last, to choose the best software for our needs and hire a
web developer to create our site.
Well, every story has its recurring dramatic themes. Somewhere deep inside me I didn’t really believe that we
could find a web developer who I would feel comfortable talking to and working with. In mid-February, 2011,
--- MORE
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we did hire a New York developer.
The contract was signed, the check
sent. Then, his computer system
crashed, offering us an opportunity to cancel out of the contract.
This was one of those moments
when my faith in woman’s way
grew exponentially. Separately,
both Christiann and I were pondering what this event might
mean. Intuitively, we each sensed
there was an opportunity in this
crisis, if we could just trust and
open to it. Christiann agreed to
research and interview a few local developers, in hopes that we might be able to sit down face-to-face, heartto-heart and build a long-lasting relationship with someone who wants to support what Red Lodge is all about.
And the goddess smiled again. After a few of those local interviews, it became very clear that the best possible
choice, financially and energetically, was right in our own backyard.
Caleb Johns (the son and son-in-law of two wonderful women in our Red Lodge circle—Nan and Christiann!)
had recently been hired by Kelly Lawson of Wild Sage Marketing to co-build websites. Christiann met with
Kelly and called me to say that her price is great, her services match our needs, she wants to join our Circle of
Alliances, and, if need be, she is willing to donate some of her time to create all 40 pages of our site. “ I really
think you’re going to like her!” she added and encouraged me to call her myself.
Facing my trepidation about techy-language, I called Kelly and was delighted to find a real, warm human who
bridges the world between normal folks and geeks with ease. She answered all my questions with a light-hearted
matter-of-fact confidence in her business that made me realize I would truly enjoy working with her. And, Caleb?
Well, I’ve known Caleb since he was a kid! What fun it has been to work with him in all his grown-up skillfulness,
building our new web pages.
The clincher. With all my fears of not knowing enough, Christiann was called away from the project on family
business, and it was me who handled all the final details for launch in a flurry of emails with Kelly and Caleb. I
am so grateful for the learning. And so grateful for the teamwork!
Yeow! I did it – wrote this story in the nick of time for the Hearth Letter deadline!! Now it’s time to watch all
those training videos Kelly made for us so we can learn how to make changes and updates on our new website.
Thanks to Patricia, Debbie, Willow, Cathie, Carrie, Susan, Aubrey and Mary for stepping up to learn how to do
essential tasks for our new site. And thanks to all of you, for your patience while we take this next step.
So with joy, this story ends here. Every page of our new website represents people’s lives that have been
deeply transformed by Red Lodge. May our light, love, joy, inner resourcefulness and spirit of community
continue to radiate into the world! To explore our website, visit: www.wwrl.org.
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Enumclaw Hoop hosts East Gathering
by Toni McCullough
f you spent an entire day with friends, some new, some old, peace filled, in the moment, and with a feeling
of being home with loved ones, you attended the fourth cycle of the East Gathering. The event took place
on April 9th. What a creative relaxing day. Spirit made herself known as an effortless flow from one activity to
another. There was amulet making, creation of prayer/intention flags, journal making, and handmade dream
catchers. In addition, we participated in a silent auction, drumming by Namaste and hula lessons. Our beautiful gathering was concluded with a delicious pot luck dinner. Flowers adorned each table as we spoke quietly
as one Sisterhood. Our takeaway was the vibration of love and mellowness which permeated the entire event.

I

We appreciate your support!
A heartfelt welcome to our new Lodge Sister
from Yakima, WA!
We are very happy to welcome new Support Circle
members from Maple Valley, WA and Flagstaff, AZ.
And we are thrilled with our new Circle of Alliance
members, both in Seattle, WA:
Wild Sage Marketing
School of Essential Oils

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge. Click here to join. Click here to renew.
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Grace
Thank you my dear community for your support and prayers during this recent challenging time
of loss. I am still numb from the death of both my brothers within two months of each other.
Although I was in service during my older brother’s dying time, my other brother’s death was unexpected. Both losses leave me shaken. And in the midst of these emotions what rises clear and
anchors me each day are the feelings of support and love from this community.
I want to particularly thank Drai, Mary and Paula. Drai came to Reno just two days after Skip died
and grounded me and my nephews with her practical ways of cooking, organizing and helping
with the memorial program, and her soul ways. ….wise guidance for me, her songs, and nurturing
us all in her fierce/soft Mama way.
Mary and Paula were en route to Flagstaff to support the creation of that community’s Mother
Drum and chose to change their route and come to Reno for a few days prior to that gathering.
Seeing them arrive with Buffalo Heart and Otter Woman affected me deeply. Just showing up in
that way was powerful medicine for me.
Over the next two days we women did our thing…. A tornado of women’s energy cleaned that
bachelor house and put the boys to good, physical work. All so therapeutic on many levels. Paula
made a makeshift massage table out of a picnic table and her sleeping pad and provided me great
relief for my sore and stressed body.
And on the last night Buffalo Heart came into the little house, and we four women and three
young men drummed prayers for my brother’s good journey. The power of the drumming, the
boys so present and leaning into this way of prayer, Drai singing the Hopi Journey Song, Mary and
Paula standing and swaying with the beat…the power of US. It fills me still as I write.
And that last night in the hotel room, my
beloved sisters held me and invited me into
my emotions….this long-held, crusty place of
stuckedness. And I cried for my brother, and I
cried for all the loss I’ve known this year, and I
cried for this opening of my heart…for love to
open and be heard. And I’m still opening.
How to really say thank you to such gifts?
Grace be with you in all ways, in all manner of ways. These are the days of our becoming. I am
grateful and proud to walk beside each of you. Thank you for loving me. Redfoot
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I carry fire
by Sage Abella

I

carry fire. I don’t carry it in the way of nestling coal into dried mushroom
hull, tight grass, bark, then horn, walking it from camp to camp. I carry
the fire in my heart and daily life.

HEAR

I believe our culture needs fire carriers and rain dancers and weather shamans more than ever right now. At this time of cell phones, WiFi, laptop
computers, Skype, the earth begs us to be more grounded, inviting us to
interact with her five elements: Fire, Water, Earth, Air, Spirit. Asking not
that we reject the inventions of our culture, but that we slow down as we
walk on this organic earth which provides generously for us and wakes us
up with tremendous force when we choose to stay asleep. Earth’s invitation to be in relationship with the elements is woven into my life. I don’t
just pay attention to winds and waters, I have conversations with them, am
informed by them, learn how to live my life from them.

Learning to carry medicine
News from Vermont
Red Lodge board at the hearth
Stars align for website
A call to leadership
Weaving the rootfire

For me, this year is a year of Fire. I’ve made a commitment to carry fire the
entire year, to pay attention to how a fire starts, what keeps it going, and
watch how it spreads and consumes with its airfluid body of flames. I am
preparing to transmit that learning in a fire that many women will dance
around all night long.
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When fire is lit with flint and steel, it’s easy to see how its wild, mature, blazing nature begins with a single, quiet spark nested in tinder, nurtured by the
breath. My fire walk this year began on my cousin’s porch high in the Sierras
with a pipe ceremony. A ceremony that bound us together in an agreement
much bigger than we realized that day when I prayed to help her through
her death walk on my land in
Northern California.
That day the scent of warm
pines encircled us like a
blanket and didn’t reveal a
thing about what this walk
of fire would be like for me
(or for Linda). I don’t even
--- MORE
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have words for most of that journey, but what I do
remember is the way fire showed up.
Hours after Linda died, a friend and I built a huge
bonfire. It was fed with grief and the unreality of the
moment. It was fed with her favorite hand stamped
tablecloth, the finest beeswax candles, a beautiful
bedside table that belonged to my great grandmother, Linda’s bed frame, a lot of cash from her wallet,
her harmonica and other sacred objects from her
life. That fire taught me that when we are willing to
go through the deepest emotional cycles without
letting fear turn us away from the flames, there will
be a resonant, quiet calm at the end of the fire that
our hearts only dream can be part of this world.
The quiet of that fire was so huge; there wasn’t a
bird sound or breeze to follow it. Perfectly still. That
moment is one I carry with me and call up when the
fires of life feel too big to stand by.
A month ago, with another friend, I experienced a
completely different kind of fire. Our intention was
to build big that night of the full moon, but the fire
wanted something different. It began with only a
couple crossed sticks of split pine with a single pine
board across the top. The fire was the size of a dinner plate and lasted easily 2 hours. When we put our hands above
the fire it was cool in the middle and hot on the edges, like a ring. We learned that night about feeding fire air. It
asked us to really consider the structure of our fire, how we lay the wood, what intentions we have at the beginning,
how we stoke that fire and how to be open in the moment (to be pleasantly surprised that a fire of fast burning pine
can last for hours).
That tiny fire was a trickster fire. It taught us that even though we are fire walkers and fire workers sometimes we
have to hold that energy in, wait for it to ripen, not talk out those seed places that are developing in us. That tiny
fire reminds me to be open to possibilities and not think I know too much or get cynical about the way events have
played out before. That fire invites me to witness with every sense I’ve got and creatively work with what’s at hand.
This is a year of walking Fire. Each time I work with my flint and steel and watch a single nested spark grow into
flames I feel blessed. I know that if I’m willing to make the commitment to walk with an element: Fire, Water,
Earth, Air, Spirit, for a week, a month, 3 months or a year, I will learn from the best teacher the planet has to offer.
The only thing it takes is inviting a personal relationship to the elements into my life. It takes loving attention daily.
As I commit to watching the forces that move around me each day in the form of wind, waterfall, blazing sun, red
rock earth, blowing storms, these things bring me lessons to use as tools and gifts in all areas of my life.
I invite you to consider embracing an element for a week and share what you learn!
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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3 Rivers Hoop: Vermont women name themselves!

A

s the Vermont Red Lodge sisters gathered this spring to honor the directions around us, we felt
compelled to find a meaningful name for our Hoop. The words “St. Johnsbury” did not resonate
within us, nor with our connection to the earth.
We wanted a name to reflect the spirit of our Hoop, and to be a true reflection of the spirit of the land
where we live.
Sharma did some research about our region. She discovered that St. Johnsbury is at the northern edge
of an ancient glacial lake. This lake drained 15,000 years ago, creating the confluence of the Passumpsic,
Sleepers and Moose Rivers where the Hoop now meets.
We are connecting to our center, to each other, and to the land and water that has formed our place on earth.

In Awe of the Beauty and Power of Women
(compiled from words written in our group journal)

Drumming beats within my heart
Flute fills my soul
Happy to be here together
Flowers in the rain
Rain nourishes our hearts
Washes away sorrows

Flower bowl honoring our mentors

Fire lights our way
Guides us in a spiral of light
Earth offers herself
Circles within circles surround
our Hoop
We sing
We love to sing our name!
Pouches for Medicine Wheel as Guide gathering (mandalas made
from re-purposed suede vest with acrylic paint, sewed onto felt)
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Red Lodge board anchors
the heart and hearth
by Mariah Winddancer

W

oman’s Way Red Lodge board met May 22 at the
cabana in the condos where I live in Tacoma. The
room was lovely and peaceful, and we filled it quickly with
Red Lodge energy. The word for the day would be “sweet,”
that’s what comes to mind when I reflect. We were timely,
focused and productive. I enjoyed watching the exchange
of ideas and information, all in a relaxed atmosphere. I
must say, I sure felt good about the meeting; I believe
everyone else did, also. One of our new At Large members
said she’s just getting started, and plans to continue on
into next year, now that she is getting the hang of things.

We started by sharing information about Energy Profiling. Over the last 15 years, Carol Tuttle has defined four major types
of energy profiles. We all are a mix of all four, and usually you can identify a dominant type of energy profile for yourself.
Sharing this exercise and the resulting information helped us understand how we each work and who does what best.
We brought ourselves up to date with old and new business, including the news that Red Lodge now has a Red Lodge
Facebook page, put up by Cathie Stone to coincide with our website coming out! Click here and “like” us! We also put
together a little something to be read at the Flagstaff Drum Birthing.
We viewed our new website. To know that Kristina and Christiann can wrap their minds around this process and have put
so much of their time and energy into it - I cannot begin to describe my appreciation for what has been done. Whew!
Aubrey and Joe Armes donated the $360 requested by CEPACET to buy seeds for spring planting.(Click here to read our
Summer Hearth Letter story about CEPACET’s project.) She had a sweet and inspiring little story of how this came to pass.
Look lively, keep an eye out for a good costume, get your dancing shoes ready and mark your calendars! For our West
Medicine Wheel Gathering, Cathie is working to bring to ground our vision for a masquerade ball. We hope to hold this
Ball in the Fall in West Seattle at the same place we held Christine Stevens’ drumming event in 2009. More excitement to
come; watch for details! And, we are sponsoring Women of the Moon, October 1 at Sacred Groves on Bainbridge Island.

Reading the website’s stars
At Kristina’s request, Pam did the astrology at the time the new Red Lodge website went live:
The new website looks so positive. It has all the elements. The Sun and Mercury in Gemini, good for communication and Mercury in the 9th house of spirituality. The Moon is in the heart sign of Cancer in the 10th
house of being out in the world since it’s at the top of
the chart. It has Virgo rising, good for analyzing and
tending to detail in the way that we want to present
ourselves to the world. Saturn in the 2nd house of values
and in Libra so that represents balance and harmony in a
structured way and putting it out authentically.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Leadership series affirms our Red Lodge processes
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

L

ast fall the Red Lodge board approved a small grant to help me attend A Call to Leadership. A cornerstone
program at the Whidbey Institute for more than a decade, this “year-long journey of exploration and renewal” brought me together with change management consultants, leadership coaches, environmental activists,
a team from Senior Services of Seattle, the mayor of Langley, professors, students, a playwright and Christian
outreach advocates. Ranging in age from 20’s into 70’s and including some ethnic and cultural diversity, we
gathered to “develop fresh insights, nourish the inner life, hone skills, deepen competence and confidence and
strengthen commitment to the common good.”
I was drawn to this series because of its grounding in the seasonal cycle of nature, because poetry is prominently used in presentations and because it challenged me to stretch in new directions. Having devoted the
last half-dozen years to helping birth Red Lodge, I was looking for new tools, new contacts, renewed energy
and affirmation of my leadership abilities. I imagined I might cultivate insight, hone skills, gain confidence and
strengthen my ability to serve Red Lodge. I want to expand my capacity to embrace the tumult of these great
turning times with courage, joy and hope.
At the core of Powers of Leadership is exploring “adaptive leadership – the capacity to engage with those challenges for which there are no easy answers, challenges that require moving through significant change, risk
and complexity (Heifitz, Parks and others).” In this time of increasing global complexity, not to say despair, the
idea is to gather people active in diverse leadership roles “to investigate questions of leadership and citizenship
and work together to more deeply understand today’s world and how we can respond effectively and in ways
that reflect a sense of integrity with the whole of life.”
At each gathering, we bring a personal representation of the seasonal theme; at opening circle, we share and

--- MORE
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create an altar together. There is also a personal consultation with a small peer group. Here, acting on the premise that failure is an opportunity, we share a “leadership failure,” reflect on our beliefs, assumptions, perspective
and story, open to new possibilities and different future responses and lay old demons to rest. We share a current
situation where the risks are high and the learning potential is great. We take turns facilitating and witnessing.
At our autumn gathering, we investigated seeds of vocation and purpose. What is the intrinsic desire for connection
and where and how do we call it forth; how do we foster connections across boundaries; and how do we let go?
In winter, we navigated the deep waters of renewal, exploring fear and failure, impasse and discernment, silence, symbol and story, looking for the places of our own personal courage. What is the inner life of the leader
that supports the practice of leadership?
Spring was devoted to the power of creation: orchestrating conflict, engaging the other, clear focus and right
action, creativity, innovation and how to be able and willing to hold polarities simultaneously, to tolerate
uncertainty, to not know the answer and yet be able to risk offering up possibility. What is dormant in me that
wants to emerge? What deepens my resilience?
And in the final summer fire of fulfillment, we explored discernment, transformation and commitment. Everywhere in our world there is danger of depletion; the stakes are big, the complexity overwhelming, the outlook
uncertain. We ended our year together with encouragement about where, when and how to savor success,
affirming for ourselves and each other the crucial ingredient of joy that fires our service as leaders.
Last fall, the timing was propitious for me. I was launching myself into a journey to heal my sense of betrayal
and deepen my ability to trust. There were loose ends
feeding a deep dis-ease, and I was expending a lot of
energy fighting depression – a malaise and loss of engagement with life that had me wondering why I should
even get up in the morning.
In my way of creating a spiritual ritual and process to
open to transformation, I began reading, meditating
and searching everywhere for the doorway to healing.
Signing on for Whidbey Institutes’ Powers of Leadership
series was one piece of the journey I undertook. Committing myself to this investigation of my own leadership
story, stepping out into unfamiliar territory with highly
gifted and motivated strangers was an act of hope and
courage. It has been affirming and instructive.
I discovered that what we worked together to create as
a foundational leadership and decision-making structure
for Red Lodge is what cutting-edge thinkers are presenting in the circles of academic theory. We came to it to
--- MORE
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bridge the ways of the heart-centered, spiritually-grounded leadership that grows out of our woman’s
way community with the structure necessary for a nonprofit. The world of corporate leadership comes to
this from the realization that hierarchical structure, technical fixes and the constraints of goal-driven vision/mission/purpose statements and strategic plans are no longer adequate.
The nature of our leadership commons was an experiment in putting theory and experience into practice.
Watching each other and through self-observation, we fine-tuned our skills for witnessing, listening, asking
reflective questions to deepen the exploration. Each session was an exercise of showing up: open to learning,
re-thinking, feeling my way into real relationship; open to seeing others and being seen. Each gathering offered
time and space for reflection and realignment as I witnessed my own strengths and deficits in leadership.
In my personal consult at our winter gathering, I explored my involvement with Vashon’s community
council and the repetitive impasse I experience when challenged by an adversarial authority figure. In
a hostile community environment, I lose my ground, my own authority, my voice; my ability to embody
heart-centered leadership disappears. I want to learn how to stay engaged and hold my ground, tolerate
vulnerability, speak and act even as I risk being wrong or making a mistake.
My experience in the consult brought no answers, of course – but a deepening of understanding and compassion for myself, insight into the big picture (there’s a reason we are all at the table including the bully),
--- MORE
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awareness that possibility lies hidden in the swampy muck of conflict and the wisdom of cultivating allies
and awaiting right timing.
Perhaps the biggest AHA! occurred at our spring gathering when a major focus was “engaging the other.” Closing
circle for each session takes place in the Sanctuary, a very beautiful building grounded in sacred space. We focus on
the central question for that season, and we sit in the lovely silence of vaulted ceiling, soft light falling in from high
windows and beautiful wooden craftsmanship. We sit until someone speaks; and we sit until everyone is complete.
I reflected on what is emerging in my life and where my resilience is nourished. I spoke after a young woman,
a student at Antioch, who identified herself as different from the group and related challenges she faces as
“other.” I, too, acknowledged my sense of “otherness” in the group. And as the words fell out of my mouth,
the AHA! filtered into my consciousness.
With a nod and a smile to Pema Chodron and her teasing references to “bourgeois suffering,” I see how my sense
of “otherness” lives deep in me. The lessons of Ragini Michael’s paradox management come flooding in. While
much of the flow between the polarities that define “other” enriches my life with a sense of unique voice and the
blessing that brings a discrete individual life with particular gifts in service to the collective, there are extremes of
“otherness” that isolate and disconnect me. I have a pattern of occasionally getting stuck at these extremes.
What I wake up to now is a willingness to acknowledge how much it has been my choice to self-identify as
“other.” I retreat into that old habit: focusing on what’s different about me, I ignore the rich paths of connection that are always there. With gentle ferocity, I gingerly part the curtain that obscures my own complicity in
how I betray myself. Driving home, the AHA! offers me a question: If we are called in this time to embrace the
other, what steps can I take to reach out to and soften my heart towards the otherness in me?
Many thanks to the board and to Woman’s Way Red Lodge for supporting this journey! If you think you might
like to attend Powers of Leadership, please contact me. It is a powerful and enriching opportunity.

creating connection
Women of the Enumclaw Hoop
gathered recently to make fire
bundles. Weaving in the rootfire
connection that is building for
Long Dance, the women created
bundles for the Solstice fire at
Burton Hill and for the fire they
will light to join hearts and energy
with the drumbeat for peace and
earth healing.
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Seeds of support for women in Kenya

T

imes are tough in Kenya where economic and political power and social
customs marginalize women who struggle to take care of themselves
and their families and maintain the fabric of healthy communities.

EARTH

Red Lodge Circle of Alliance member, the Center for Partnership and Civic
Engagement (CEPACET), has initiated the Grassroots Mama Economic and
Empowerment Project to enhance skills, share information, create incomegenerating opportunities and provide access to leadership processes at the
local and national levels. The project includes cultivating food crops, raising
poultry, making clothes and producing sanitary towels.

Aubrey & Joe’s spring planting
Service in a community park
Supporting 3rd world women
Reading material 		
A film connects community

Jared Okama Ondeiki, CEPACET’s Executive Director, sent photos of a recent event to distribute seeds and farm equipment to rural Kenyan women.
Answering Jared’s request to the Red Lodge board in March, our WWRL
Record Keeper Aubrey Armes and husband Joe donated the money needed
to purchase seeds in time for planting. Thank you Aubrey and Joe!
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Hands and hearts in service to a community park
by Bonnie Lee Cleverdon

O

n one of those days in May which was cold in the
shade and warm in the sun, a group of the Enumclaw Hoop Sisters met at Federation Forest State Park
to plant bedding starts and clear winter debris from the
grounds. With its Douglas-firs, huge in height and width,
and moss-covered vine maples, this old growth forest is
a place of beauty, peace and sacred space.
We found ourselves following in the tradition of other
women’s clubs in the state because the park was acquired, built and organized through the work of Catherine Montgomery and her affiliation with the Washington State Federation of Women’s Clubs. The 619 acre
park was dedicated in 1949 and was acquired in four
parcels from 1941 to 1971.
At the time of our work day, the threat of closure existed
due to the budget reductions facing the state. However,
the park will stay open for one more year with reduced
hours, due to the implementation of the Discover Pass, a
$10 day pass or $30 annual pass. Visit the park website,
if you are interested in learning more. It’s a lovely place
to visit, to stroll in the flickering light of the forest or
simply sit under a tree.

Red Lodge renews micro-financing support

M

arigold Duca Andress Bonifacio lives in Cadiz in the Philippines with her husband and four children.
In February, she received a small cash loan, donated by Red Lodge. With the help of loans to expand
her general store, loans she repays every year, Marigold has been slowly lifting her family out of poverty.
Her children now go to school, and she is beginning
to make home improvements and repairs to raise
the quality of her family’s living condition.
This is the 2nd year Red Lodge has supported Marigold
and the 4th year we have participated in changing lives
for women in 3rd world countries through KIVA’s microfinancing program. Previous loans funded by Red Lodge
helped Koko Dogbasse grow and sell fruits and vegetables in Togo and Hawa Salim open her own general
store in Tanzania. Both loans were
100% repaid by the women.
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What one man did with trash from his local beach: this installation was created at a corner that gets heavy
traffic from folks traveling out to the Northern California beaches.

Book reviews from Organic Consumers Association
submitted by Suzanne Lichau

Wild Law: A Manifesto for Earth Justice (2nd edition) by Cormac Cullinan
We are rapidly destroying our only habitat, Earth. It is becoming clear that many of the treaties, laws and policies
concluded in recent years have failed to slow down, let alone halt or reverse, this process. Cormac Cullinan shows
that the survival of the community of life on Earth (including humans) requires us to alter fundamentally our understanding of the nature and purpose of law and governance, rather than merely changing laws.
In describing what this new ‘Earth governance’ and ‘Earth jurisprudence’ might look like, he also gives practical
guidance on how to begin moving towards it. Wild Law fuses politics, legal theory, quantum physics and ancient wisdom into a fascinating and eminently readable story. It is an inspiring and stimulating book for anyone
who cares about Earth and is concerned about the direction in which the human species is moving .

Thinking in Systems: A Primer by Donella Meadows
Some of the biggest problems facing the world - war, hunger, poverty, and environmental degradation - are
essentially system failures. They cannot be solved by fixing one piece in isolation from the others, because
even seemingly minor details have enormous power to undermine the best efforts of too-narrow thinking.
While readers will learn the conceptual tools and methods of systems thinking, the heart of the book is
grander than methodology. Donella Meadows was known as much for nurturing positive outcomes as she
was for delving into the science behind global dilemmas. She reminds readers to pay attention to what is
important, not just what is quantifiable, to stay humble, and to stay a learner.
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The Economics of Happiness, a documentary

Hearts and heads connect in community dialogue

by Mary G.L. Shackelford

S

everal community groups on Vashon Island teamed up recently to sponsor a viewing at our local movie
theater of The Economics of Happiness followed by a community discussion. This could be an easy Red
Lodge project to offer in your community, and it is certainly a thoughtful, heart-provoking and timely topic
to present in this time of social and environmental upheaval.
Created by Helena Norberg-Hodge, Steven Gorelick and John Page, The Economics of Happiness is a documentary about the world-wide movement for economic localization. It centers on Helena’s experience
with the Tibetan refugees who re-established their traditional way of life in Ladakh, India, after they fled
the Chinese invasion of Tibet in the 1950’s. Because Helena spent much time in Ladakh over a decade or
more, she was able to document the astonishingly rapid breakdown of the traditional culture there as the
result of a road built into the remote community. The road opened the floodgates to the pressures of the
consumer culture and the economic effects of globalization. You see the changes pictured in the faces.
In 2007, Suzanne Lichau and I witnessed the very same phenomena when we visited Lake Lugu of the
matrilineal Moso people in Yunnan Province of southern China. (See Leaving Mother Lake by Yang
Erche Namu and Christine Mathieu.)
While I found that The Economics of Happiness glossed over the poverty, privation and desperate hard
work that defines a community that relies on the economics of traditional subsistence agriculture, the
movie offers a powerful message of warning as well as some possibilities for hope. Without a doubt,
we are well into a global crisis caused at least in part by the dire consequences of unchecked economic
globalization which has eroded the underlying fundamentals of personal happiness and well-being and
unleashed the madness of corporations being granted legal rights of individuals.
Our community discussion afterwards was important. Several Red Lodge members were present for the
Vashon event, and Kristina Turner wrote down the questions posed in our community forum:
• What are the skills that make us resilient?
• How can we create the magic of community educating community?
• How do we transition from the power we have to the power we need?
• How can I become an imagineer. . .a solutionary?
• How can we trust our creative impulse to journey into the unknown?
• What steps can I take today to reconnect myself and others with the
Earth, so we can regain our grounding?
As I ask myself what I can do, it is affirming to review the 15 principles
of Red Lodge and see that together, we are turning our energy toward
the hope of what may be possible. Click here for information about how
to offer a viewing of The Economics of Happiness in your community.
Click here for a synopsis. Perhaps you might reach out to other groups
to sponsor a community event where you live. Make connections; build
bridges. Show the way with Red Lodge.
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Art at the leading edge of passion
by Mary G.L.Shackelford

“B

asketball was always my ticket,” says Tonia Arehart, as she recounts her journey from star athlete to passionate artist. “My creative journey found its birth
when I was working for UPS in LA 17 years ago. Coming home tired, I couldn’t go
out and play sports. I found this quiet space; it was bursting to come out of me, and
I started to really enjoy being creative. Though my grandma and mother were very
talented artistic people, I never considered myself an artist; I thought of myself as
a jock with a creative streak. Actually, I think the creative space that flows through
me as I move the ball down the court and find the opening is my spatial gift. Now,
with art, it’s the same creative energy; I’m tapping into it in a different way.”

ART

Once tapped in, there was no going back for Tonia. After moving to Ballard, she
began working as a house painter. When Tonia got paint on her hands and jeans,
the smell of paint in her life, and a sense of herself as a painter, she moved at a very
rapid pace into artisan plaster work. As a specialty interior painter, she mastered
faux finishes and found Italian plaster. “I quickly realized with my skill level, artistic
vision and spatial sense, I could take this into a big space,” she smiles. “I could do
something far greater than I ever imagined!”

Tonia claims her artist
Altars, altars everywhere
Practicing awareness

Mentors in her craft noticed her steady hand, concentration, the way she tracks, and
encouraged her. Dreaming big, Tonia signed up to learn more about technique and
the history of art. Taking classes primarily at Gage Academy of Fine Art on Capitol Hill,
she began working at a high level. Within a year, Tonia found herself in a world much
bigger than she knew existed.

25
28
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Traditionally, the masters of Italian fresco painting applied plaster
and painted the surface with
tempera. Experimenting with
leftover materials, Tonia discovered that modern acrylic pigment holds its color when mixed
directly into the plaster, and the
surface can then be worked to
create texture. Moreover, the
amount of pigment required is so
small that the result is a certified
green product.
--- MORE
25

The Red Lodge (left) and The Red Shade (right) are two of my best pieces, both 100% Italian plaster. They can be enjoyed
simply for the shapes and color or if looking deeper, there is a story and passages of different stories to be told through
these pieces. My self portraits, like Unmasked (center), are not meant to be pretty, but real to the feeling. I feel as if one
can tell I have been influenced by being in the NW. It has a Native American feel to me. The black is stone, Italian Plaster,
and the rest is made up of 20th century materials...acrylics, bumper stickers from when the Afghanistan war began and
colorful duct tape (which came on the market shortly after anthrax was in the news and John Ashcroft told us all to go
buy duct tape and plastic and seal windows). On the lips of “Unmasked” is the LGBT human rights symbol...a blue and
gold equal sign. Because being a homosexual and coming to peace with this has been such a huge part of my journey, it’s
only appropriate that this be the call from my face’s lips.
--- CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

“Ohmygosh!” she exclaims. “I realized here is a medium I don’t have to put anything over top; I can use this for end
result art. I know others are probably using it, but I discovered it for myself. Boom! I stumbled upon something that is
beautiful, fresh, something people haven’t seen before. And then my teachers and other people I respect in the fine art
world began to affirm I am onto something new.” Tonia’s voice is on fire, and words tumble on and out.
“In 2010, I gave myself three months in the studio. I was able to finish a lot of pieces. All of a sudden I had a body of work
that shows my hand, my signature and style. I had professional photographs taken and began to show my own work. In
2011, I reinstated my sole proprietorship as an artist rather than an interior finisher. I’m claiming my work and identity.
This is my bones – the golden thing I’m bringing to the world. I keep showing up and doing it, and I believe I can make
this transition from artisan to artist, both as a creative artist and as a savvy business woman. The art work is my passion;
this business edge I have to do. It’s a vocabulary I’ve never known: lots to learn, lots of hats to wear. It’s an unknown
road, but it makes sense.
The spirit of ceremony and sacredness is how I approach my art. Long Dance and Red Lodge have modeled
ceremony and people honoring sacredness for me. Red Lodge is one of my strongest pieces. As I created it, I
imagined the history and the sacredness of the Red Tent and the many different cultures honoring womyn and
the blood of womyn. I imagined it bringing iron and nutrients to the earth. I imagined the power of the sacred
--- MORE
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feminine moving forward from days gone by until where
we stand now.
In this piece I see old architecture and I see new windows looking into the future. The power and focus of Dancing all night...a
trance state...this is how I finish my pieces. It is this intensity that
I love living in. Even the practical part of prepping the pieces I
see as sacred from the beginning...sage, prayer, wishes, and the
energy of thought...they all get mixed in the pot.
I believe there is movement happening, a second renaissance.
I feel like I’m on the leading edge of it. It’s a green movement
that fuels a craving for beauty and a craving for things more
natural than latex paints, a craving for creativity with the vibration of a human behind it. My pieces tell a story; it might not
be my story, but my art work takes you places. I can open doors
for others. Probably the most important things about me as an
artist are that my art will make you think, and I love to create
beauty. I use the finest quality materials and remain true to my
own emotions, my own experience. The rest is an offering.”
Early this year, Tonia moved her studio to the back of Inner Chapters, an independent bookstore in the South Lake
Union neighborhood, where her work is always on display.
She has standing exhibits at Cushing Terrell Architectural
and at MorganStanleySmithBarney, both located close to
her studio. Currently at work on six different series, each using a different technique, Tonia reports that some are more
political, others bring forward a soothing beauty. As she
continues to build her portfolio, Tonia regularly hangs shows
in coffee shops and other places around the city. And her
dreams are big. “I am ready to go beyond Seattle – perhaps
contests and invitationals in New York or San Francisco.”

Tonia S. Arehart
Inner Chapters Bookstore and Café
419 Fairview Ave N, Seattle
206.794.4709
tsuearehart@yahoo.com

Using collage, plaster and acrylics, I am exploring the states I’ve lived in. Nebraska (top) and Washington (bottom) are the
most powerful. In Nebraska it’s the haunting energy; there’s good stuff here. Washington required great skill in the details the tiny objects and figure-work. I created Unknown Hope (center) after observing the “Bodies Exhibit.” So much controversy
over the fact that the bodies may not have been there by choice. This is a remembrance of them, and what it felt like for me
to think they might not have been there by choice, they may have been mentally disabled, political rebels, homosexuals, or
had religious beliefs that were not accepted by the government. The bodies came from China, and the artist was German.
So I created a baby blue and baby pink face, a Goddess is in the voice box and other little things that I felt important.
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Creating altars — honoring cycles and seasons
by Maraiah Lynn, a Goddess-loving pagan who would love
		
to hear about YOUR altars

“I

t’s kind of like a clock, isn’t it?” observed my Turkish visitor. It was last
June, and she was looking at the round altar table I’d set up. Right! The
circular pattern traced out the seasons of the year, from winter in the north,
to spring in the east, summer south, and autumn west. And like the hands of
a clock, the pile of summer flowers on the south edge of the table marked
where we were in the cycle.

What makes an altar? A Buddha statue, a photo of a friend in need, a nativity scene, arrangements at places of worship: all turn our attention to heart
and spirit. A whole outdoor space, like the Long Dance central meeting ground, can be seen as an altar. My
personal pleasure is making round altars that track the seasons: it’s easy and doesn’t require any specified
religion or level of artistic talent.
Observing the seasons reminds me of all that cycles in life: the seasons of weather, of planting and harvest,
death and birth, beginnings and endings and beginnings again. As morning follows night, as spring follows winter, it reassures me that even when things are tough, they usually get better again: that the hidden bulbs and
seeds under the winter soil hold secrets that in their season will come to sprout and bloom.
I always start with a circle. My main altar, that I set up eight times a year, is a three-foot diameter wooden disk,
set on a small table for support. There are pictures painted on the table, including images of woman from young
to old crone, matching spring through winter. But it could just as well be completely plain, as objects or symbols
will mark the “hours” of the seasonal clock. My smallest altar fits in a matchbox, with tiny tokens of the seasons
ready to be laid out in a circle in a hotel room or camp tent. A circle can be drawn in dirt or beach sand, ringed
with stones or branches, or be marked on a paper, or made by the circle of a necklace. Anything round.
If you haven’t done this before, and would like to, you can start off by taking a sheet of paper and drawing a big
circle. Mark it north, east, south, and west. Then go around and note correspondences for each direction. In
order, from north to east to south to west, mark earth,
air, fire, and water. Then winter, spring, summer, and fall,
and ideas you associate with each direction or season.
You’ll find correspondence lists in many places, including
the Native American Medicine Wheel traditions, Celtic,
Wiccan and pagan cultures. For a personal altar, choose
whatever resonates for YOU. There are many possibilities. Here are some I use.

Beltane Altar
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

EAST. Spring. Air, dawn, maiden, new beginnings, ideas,
eggs, birds and the viewpoint of the eagle; babies, first
sprouts and spring flowers, baby animals. Yellow, or pastels.
SOUTH. Summer. Fire, passion, creativity, projects
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growing, trickster coyote, full sun, blood. Red.
WEST. Autumn. Water, intuition, maturity, harvest,
dreams, dolphins and other dwellers in the sea. Deep
blue, or black.
NORTH. Winter. Earth, stone, bone, crone, mystery. Buffalo, polar bear, owl, evergreens. White or dark green.
I collect items that go with these correspondences. My
matchbox collection has a stone for north, little bird
beads for east, a sun trinket for south, a grain of corn for
west, a spiral for the Center. Eventually, I’ve ended up
with a whole dresser drawer of altar objects! Favorites
include an unopened geode for the stony mystery of
north, a bird on a nest for east, a big gold sun for south,
and for west a wooden dolphin and a little water dish
with an image of the moon.

Autumn Equinox Altar

Seeking out bits from nature for my altars, I look with new
eyes as I take a walk to see what’s out there. In spring, I
think, “Not much growing yet,” but as I walk I find all sorts
of tiny flowers and buds. In fall, I see seed pods and dry
grasses I’ve not noticed before. I like those walks.
As a practical matter, my table-top disk is stored on edge
when not in use. I made a plexiglass overlay for it that
stores there too. The clear plastic top catches candle drips
(they come right off with a hair dryer and tissue). A stiff
cardboard underlay makes it easy to drape a fabric “skirt”
around the table when I choose to. Bottom to top, there’s
the table support, then cardboard, then fabric, wood disk,
plexi topper, then decorations. And sometimes it’s just a
little circle of tokens on a plate or on the ground.
The seasons revolve around the axis of solstices and
equinoxes: north and south for the winter and summer solstices, spring and fall for the equinoxes. The
Celtic calendar I follow also marks the halfway points
between the solstices and equinoxes, calling them cross
quarters. Many cross-quarter points still have vestiges
in modern times: Imbolc is Groundhog Day, Beltane is
May Day, (Lammas at the beginning of August has no
modern remnant I know of), and Samhain (“sow-win”)
is Hallowe’en. So eight times a year I set up an altar to
remind me how “the seasons they go round and round”,
as I celebrate the sacred wheel of the year and of life.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Practicing awareness to sustain the spirit
by Kim E.U. Orte

June Poem
I look to the trees every day since December
Still feel the cold down in my bones
In my bones I can know the
Eternal consciousness
of my soul.
That’s where it’s at
All the freedom and liberation that makes it all full
Fully in
I am
to ask then
What happens in between the spaces of spliced and
diced
Mundanely old
And this new awareness of
Freedom and whole?
Hello chickadee
Sitting on a
Blossoming branch
In front of me

T

he ability to access balance and core strength at will feels important. I’ve been learning from a new
teacher and being present with an on-line course has suited me well. It’s been relatively easy, occasionally fun and exciting, all by Internet connection! Through this work, I’m beginning to sculpt a morning routine that fits and grows me, more discovery on the path in service to my highest good and that of others. For
now, I’m thankful to plug into the commitment as I also meet varying challenges in life including the pull of
addictions. For me, daily practice clearly is a way to create balance and sustain spirit. Recently as I sat in a
council of women, one of my beloved and respected elders said, “The truth is everyone’s path is difficult.”
At the time, the comment seemed out of the blue. I tuned in to how I felt inside and bracketed the moment;
and it helped later to reflect. Bottom line again and again - this is an amazing time on the planet! I know I
chose to be here to make a difference.
Recently, I’ve decided to suspend mixed feelings or judgment about watching television and aim to keep learning to maintain an awareness about my choices. Some of the pictures of world events are terrifying, perplexing,
--- MORE
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disturbing to say the least, and there is a tug to look to remain connected and informed. “It’s our world,” part of
me says. In the past, even without such extreme content, I’ve literally felt this flat screen take my energy and pull
from my spirit. It’s good to notice and I’m more vigilant on behalf of my well being.
During the last Oprah show, I sat effortlessly on the couch and watched most of it. At one point, a burst of tears
welled up and through my body. It seemed a sudden rush and really felt good; however, it was curious that I
couldn’t remember her words or even an idea about the content of which she spoke. I knew the strong resonance deep inside me had a lot to do with the fact that so many people - we’re talking millions - were listening to the same thing that touched me so deeply, whatever that was! I wanted to hear the words again but it
wasn’t something I could replay in the moment. Sharing my experience later, I sensed a gift yet to come forth.
This emotion welled up in me for something more than allowing the flow of it and honoring the feeling. It was
different. I had the thought, “The words will come to me, and I’ll understand more in time.”
About two weeks later, I received the following excerpt via an email - and there were the exact words that
struck me so deeply: “You are responsible for your life. And what is your life? What is all life? What is every
flower, every rock, every tree, every human being? Energy! And you are responsible for the energy that you
create for yourself and you are responsible for the energy you bring to others. ALL LIFE IS ENERGY, and we are
transmitting it every moment. We are beaming it...little tiny signals, like radio frequencies, and the world is
responding in kind. Ask yourself, ‘What energy are you bringing to your life? What signals are you sending?’”
I didn’t plan to write about manifesting - I really didn’t know what might come to be shared. I wanted to contribute something of value and to do that I intended to open to inspiration. It’s all been a wee bit of medicine
for me, no doubt! I realize I am writing about manifesting because that’s exactly what I had the experience of
doing, semi-consciously…and am continuing to have the experience of doing more consciously.
I have a thought and something connected to it happens. Those moments with my awareness are happening
far more often. To track this, I’ve begun to write them down. Sometimes they seem insignificant, and other
times, I think “It’s happening again. Wow“! It’s become quite meaningful. When I take time to jot it down, before I forget, I share and give back to spirit that which it brought forth with acknowledgment of my gratitude.
And I feel my awareness increase. You might say it’s one of the ways I am presently sustaining my spirit…
I recently re-read Suzanne’s sustainability corner from the June 2007 Hearth Letter - very cool thing to do! At
the time, I was completing an intense school year, and I recall only briefly pondering her question. She asks,
“How do you sustain your spirit?” Now I’m taking time to consider it far
more deeply and write about it. Now I know I was engaged in sustaining
my spirit when I was making my way through the challenging times then
in order to do what I am doing now.
Clarity about how we sustain our spirits is one way of bringing a greater
creation on the planet in this time of such amazing and sometimes overwhelming change. I imagine more and more of us are realizing we are creators, becoming empowered. I imagine we become more clear about our
individual values all the time and the difference we can make shines out to
the world. We bring our love and support for each other on the journey.
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continued from the front page

I honor the contrasts of me,
The sacred and profane,
		
The corporate non-conformist,
			
Madwoman and the sane…
				
The balanced and the contrary,
			
The foolish and the wise,
The contradictions that I am,
The multitude of lives.
I sing songs of gratitude
For the opportunity
To dwell within the infinite possibilities of me.
The poem was written by NiCara Baldwin during a meditation in the center of  a
labyrinth in Santa Fe in 2007. The photos are from a women’s retreat she attended
in Crete last summer. The double-spiral labyrinth is a modern construction near the
ruins of the Temple of Asklepios at the ancient city of Lissos, where people came to
partake of the healing waters of its spring. NiCara is new to Red Lodge and a member
of the Flagstaff Hoop.n
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